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1. Selected References on Learning


2. Selected References on Learning in Science


### 3. Selected References and Reports on the State of U.S. Science Education


3) John L. Tildsley, "Teaching science as a 'way of life'" [report of a survey of science teachers and students in New York City], *Journal of Chemical Education* 8(4), 670-678 (1931).
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16) Staff, Division of Scientific Personnel and Education, National Science Foundation, "The role of the National Science Foundation in course content improvement in secondary schools," *School Review* 70(1), 1-15 (1962).


54) President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, *Report to the President, Prepare and Inspire: K-12 Education in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) for America's Future* (Executive Office of the President, Washington, D.C., 2010).


60) National Research Council, Committee on Highly Successful Schools or Programs for K-12 STEM Education; Alexandra Beatty, Rapporteur, Successful STEM Education: A Workshop Summary (National Academies Press, Washington, D.C., 2011).


4. Selected References and Reports on the Education of Teachers


13) National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education [NCATE], *Transforming Teacher Education through Clinical Practice: A National Strategy to Prepare Effective Teachers* (NCATE, Washington, D.C., 2010).


5. Selected References and Reports on the Education of Science Teachers


22) National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification, and American Association for the Advancement of Science, Guidelines for Preparation Programs of Teachers of Secondary School Science and Mathematics [Recommendations of the Teacher Preparation-Certification Study of the National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification and the American Association for the Advancement of Science] (American Association for the Advancement of Science, Washington, D.C., 1961).


27) John S. Richardson, Stanley E. Williamson, and Donald W. Stotler, The Education of Science Teachers (Merrill, Columbus, Ohio, 1968).


65) Diane Smith and Elisabeth Swanson, editors, Preparing Future Science and Mathematics Teachers (Montana State University, Bozeman, MT, 2005).


73) Panos Kokkotas and Fabio Bevilacqua, editors, Professional Development of Science Teachers: Teaching Science Using Case Studies from the History of Science (CreateSpace, 2009).
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80) President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, Report to the President, Prepare and Inspire: K-12 Education in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) for America’s Future (Executive Office of the President, Washington, D.C., 2010), pp. 57-72, Chap. V, “Teachers.”


6. Selected References and Reports Related to the Physics and Physics Education Workforce in the United States


7. References and Reports on the Education and Practices of Physics Teachers


27) American Institute of Physics, "Your help is needed! Why is high school physics enrollment not keeping up with the school population?" The Physics Teacher 2(8), 389 (1964).


64) Ina V. S. Mullis, Michael O. Martin, Albert E. Beaton, Eugenio J. Gonzalez, Dana L. Kelly, and Teresa A. Smith, Mathematics and Science Achievement in the Final Year of Secondary School: IEA’s Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) [IEA = International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement] [Center for the Study of Testing, Evaluation, and Educational Policy, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA, 1998], pp. 185-235, Chap. 8, “International student achievement in physics”; Chap. 9, “Achievement in physics content areas”; and Chap. 10, “Contexts for physics achievement.”


69) Gayle A. Buck, Jack G. Hehn, and Diandra L. Leslie-Pelecky, editors, The Role of Physics Departments in Preparing K–12 Teachers (American Institute of Physics, College Park, MD, 2000).


78) Michael Neuschatz and Mark McFarling, Broadening the Base: High School Physics Education at the Turn of a New Century (American Institute of Physics, College Park, MD, 2003).


83) Patrick Mulvey, Casey Langer Tesfaye, and Michael Neuschatz, Initial Career Paths of Physics Bachelor’s with a Focus on High School Teaching (American Institute of Physics, College Park, MD, 2007).


86) Alan Smithers and Pamela Robinson, Physics in Schools IV: Supply and Retention of Teachers (Carmichael Press, University of Buckingham, Buckingham [UK], 2008). Available at: http://www.alansmithers.com/reports/Physics_In_Schools_IV.pdf.


97) Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft e.V. (German Physical Society, DPG), Theses for a Modern Teacher’s Education in Physics (Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft, Bad Honnef, Germany, 2010). [Original German edition, 2006.]
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99) Ville Nivalainen, Pre-Service Teachers' Objectives, Challenges, and Experience of Practical Work (University of Eastern Finland, Joensuu, Finland, 2011).


103) Richard N. Steinberg, An Inquiry into Science Education, Where the Rubber Meets the Road (Sense Publishers, Rotterdam, 2011).


8. References for Using History of Physics in Physics Education


9. General References on Teaching Specific Content (“Pedagogical Content Knowledge”)

9.a All Fields


9.b Science in general
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10. References on Teaching Physics (“Pedagogical Content Knowledge” in Physics)

10.a Books, book chapters, and reference works on teaching physics


4) Alfred P. Gage, *Physical Technics; or, Teacher’s Manual of Physical Manipulation, etc.* ([Author], Boston, 1884).


6) Edwin H. Hall, *Descriptive List*; the following editions and printings have been reported:
   i. *Provisional List of Experiments in Elementary Physics for Admission to College in 1887* [4 pages] (Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, 1886).
   ii. *Descriptive List of Experiments in Physics Intended for Use in Preparing Students for the Admission Examination in Elementary Experimental Physics* [52 pages] (Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, 1887).
iv. *Descriptive List of Elementary Exercises in Physics, Corresponding to the Requirement in Elementary Experimental Physics for Admission to Harvard College and the Lawrence Scientific School* [92 pages] (Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, 1897).


17) *Symposium on the Purpose and Organization of Teaching Physics in Secondary Schools* [Contributions by Nicholas Murray Butler, E. A. Strong, John F. Woodhull, Henry Crew, H. L. Terry, H. N. Chute, G. Stanley Hall, Albert A. Michelson, J. Mark Baldwin, George R. Twiss, R. A. Millikan, Lewis B. Avery, and John Dewey], *School Science and Mathematics* 8(9) [December], 717-728 (1908); 9(1) [January], 1-7 (1909); 9(2) [February], 162-172 (1909); 9(3) [March], 291-292 (1909).


26) Central Association of Science and Mathematics Teachers, Physics Section, Committees on Reorganization, “Annual meeting [1920],” [Reports of Subcommittees on Tests, Methods, and Content], School Science and Mathematics 21, 270-279 (1921).


29) Rogers D. Rusk, How to Teach Physics (Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1923).


34) Archer Willis Hurd, An Experiment in the Use of a Teaching Unit in Science (Institute of School Experimentation, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York City, 1933).


93) Julian Clinton Sprott, Physics Demonstrations: A Sourcebook for Teachers of Physics (University of Wisconsin Press, 2006).


98) Cathy Mariotti Ezrailson and Cathleen C. Loving, EMIT: Explicit Modeling of Interactive-Engagement Techniques for Physics Graduate Teaching Assistants and the Impact on Instruction and Student Performance in Calculus-Based Physics (VDM Verlag Dr. Müller, 2009).


102) Richard N. Steinberg, An Inquiry into Science Education, Where the Rubber Meets the Road (Sense Publishers, Rotterdam, 2011).


10.b *Collections of articles on teaching physics*


10.c *Conference proceedings on physics education [See also Section 12. Journals and Periodicals, #7]*


3) Søren Sikjaer, editor, *Seminar on the Teaching of Physics in Schools* [GIREP conference at the Royal Danish School of Educational Studies, Copenhagen, July 30 to August 5, 1969] (Gyldendal, Copenhagen, 1971).
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47) Derek Raine, Cheryl Hurkett & Laurence Rogers, editors, *Physics Community and Cooperation, Selected Contributions GIREP-EPEC & PHEC 2009 International Conference August 17-21, University of Leicester, UK* (Lulu /The Centre for Interdisciplinary Science, University of Leicester, Leicester, 2010).


10.d Instructor’s manuals, teachers’ guides, and reference works with links to specific curricular materials


9) John Harris, General Editor, Nuffield-Chelsea Curriculum Trust, *Physics Teachers’ Guide 1, Units A to G and Physics Teachers’ Guide 2, Units H to L* [Teachers’ guide for Revised Nuffield Advanced Science, Physics, Students’ Guide 1 (Units A to G) and Students’ Guide 2 (Units H to L)] (Longman, Burnt Mill [UK], 1985).
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10.e Bibliographies, literature guides, and surveys of high-school physics textbooks


10.f References on teaching individual topics

1) Sub-Committee of the Science Masters’ Association [H.F. Boulind, Chairman], The Teaching of Electricity, with Special Reference to the Use of M.K.S. Units (John Murray, 1954).


### 10.g Miscellaneous resources for physics teaching


11. Research-Based Curricular and Assessment Materials for Physics Teacher Education


12. Journals and Periodicals

1) *The Physics Teacher*. Available at: http://scitation.aip.org/tpt/.


5) *Journal of Physics Teacher Education Online*. Available at: http://www.phy.ilstu.edu/jpteo/.


13. Online Resources

1) *ActivPhysics Online*. Available at: http://wps.aw.com/aw_knight_physics_1/17/4389/1123672.cw/.
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4) *Concept Tests and Course Materials*, University of Colorado. Available at: http://per.colorado.edu/cts.

5) *Constructing Physics Understanding*. Available at: http://cpucips.sdsu.edu/web/cpu.


11) *Interactive Online Lectures*, University of Illinois. Available at: http://research.physics.illinois.edu/per/iol.html.

12) *Interactive Science Simulations*, University of Colorado. Available at: http://phet.colorado.edu/.


16) *National STEM Centre* [United Kingdom]. Available at: http://www.nationalstemcentre.org.uk/elibrary/science/?facet%5B0%5D=subject%3A%22Science%22Physics%22.


19) *Physical Sciences Resource Center*. Available at: http://www.compadre.org/psrc/.

20) *Physics Academies*, University of Maine, Center for Science and Mathematics Education Research. Available at: http://itumweb.ume.maine.edu/center/Summer_Academies/Physics/PhysIndex.html.

21) *Physics Education Research Central*. Available at: www.compadre.org/per.


30) Problem-Solving Labs, Download Laboratory Manuals, University of Minnesota Physics Education Research and Development. Available at: http://groups.physics.umn.edu/physed/Research/Lab%20Manuals/Lab%20Manuals.html.


32) PTEC Library. Available at (Main page): http://www.compadre.org/ptec/features/FeaturedCollections.cfm and (Browse by Subject:) http://www.ptec.org/search/browse.cfm?browse=gsss.


35) Schoolphysics [United Kingdom]. Available at: http://www.schoolphysics.co.uk.


38) Socratic Dialog-Inducing Labs, University of Indiana. Available at: http://www.physics.indiana.edu/~sdi.

39) Spiral Physics, Monroe Community College. Available at: http://web.monroecc.edu/spiral.

40) Students’ and Teachers’ Conceptions and Science Education (Bibliography - STCSE). Available at: http://www.ipn.uni-kiel.de/aktuell/stcse/download_stcse.html.


